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A Progressive Newspaper Serving A Growing University
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Kenneth Guscott, president of the
Boston branch of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, spoke Tuesday night.
October 17. in Little Hall.
Mr. Guscott spoke about many
of the issues confronting the civil
rights movement today. but spent
• most of his time condemning Mrs.
Louise D. Hicks, the leading candidate for mayor in Boston. as a
racist. Ile cited support of George
Wallace, and the support of a
• racist Louisiana newspaper, as
esidence of racism. Mr. Guscott
painted a grim picture of the
future of Boston politics should
the "Little Lady" win.
Guscott predicted that Mrs. Hicks,
whom he tagged, the "little old
lady from South Boston," will be
Boston's next mayor. "Her only
claim to fame," said Guscott, will
be "that she has polarized the races."
Under the supposition that a newly
elected mayor will need the support
of many people within the city. Guscott added that Hicks will find little
cooperation from those she had
downtrodden. He cited Negro mothers as one faction which is embittered against Mrs. Hicks for her
stand on the Boston school situation.
"One of the most pressing
problems facing America today is
the fact that man. political figures
are using the race issue for their
own political advancement." said
Mr. t•uscott. pointing to Mrs.
hicks as the prime example. The
primal-. cause of Mrs. Hicks' popularity is the fear and lack of
knowledge the while people base
11.• _Mark mm it
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Mr. Guscott was understandably
hesitant to say anything about the
possibility of riots if Mrs. Hicks
were elected, but he did say that it
would be a step backward and that
many already impatient young Negroes would become even more so.
Guscott questioned *Martin Luther King's judgment in joining
the peace mmenient. There is too
much to be done for the cisil
rights moyement !oda., for capable leaders such as King to direct efforts elsewhere he expressed.
Part of his speech, Guscott devoted to the "new thrust of the
N.A.A.C.P., today," which is an aim
for economic and political power for
the Negro race. The Positive Program for Boston, he explained as
being three-fold. Negroes and poor
Whites will be familiarized with
and directed to apprenticeships in
the Boston area, of which there are
currently 350 openings. On the industrial level, an urge for more
realistic testing of job applicants will
be made. A third aim is to establish
a leadership training program. Continued voter registration and a public relations program were also listed
as projects of the new "thrust."
The thrust of the civil rights movement must now be pointed in another direction. "We have to speak
now in terms of economic power
and political power." said Mr. Guscott. He then outlined a three point
plan that would help obtain this
power. Better schools must be made
available so the Negro can realize
his full educational potential. Inefficiencies in the labor market mechanism. which are keeping Negroes
out of jobs. must be cleared up.
Political training must be increased

to better use what voting power the
Negro can muster.
"Not all Negroes are handbag
snatchers," said Guscott. Explaining racism in America today in
terms of the double standard, he
expressed the Negro's frustration
caused by whites labeling singular
Negro actions as a voice of the
race. Flipping the coin, Guscott
illustrated by pointing out that
California hippies and college students crowding Fort Lauderdale
are not in turn considered lyrical
representatives of the White race.
During a question and answer
period following the lecture Mr.
Guscott was asked where the
N.A.A.C.P. stood in relation to the
war in Vietnam. Rather than commit
himself Mr. Guscott remarked that
he knew little about international
relations but said, to a question
about Martin Luther King. that Mr.
King could better utilize his energy
if he didn't link civil rights with the
war in Vietnam.
When asked about SNC. Gus'
Colt admitted that it had trans.
formed from a predominately
white to a black power organization. He was not of the opinion,
howeser. that SNC doctrine had
become essentially anti-white.
To Mr, Guseott, one of the most
important things that can be done
b. the ayerage citizen is to make
himself aware of the Negroes condition and if he finds himself in
sympathy. "stand up and be
counted."
The lecture was initially to be
gisen to the local chapter of the
N.A.A.C.P. but was made open to
the public through cooperation with
the Politieal Lyceum Committee.
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The S.R.A. will sponsor the Singing Friars Saturday- evening, November I. at 8:00
the Memorial Gym. The Singing Friars are a folk group with interests that range
Bach In Pop. During the past three years the group has given extensive concerts
I
throughout New England. Maryland and Canada, have recorded and have appeared on tel.
and radio. There will
es i
.
no charge for winds
11.11I. in

"ensemble"

"Why can't they print these
directions in French so that
we can understand them?
Even the kitchen chores are
' in La liaison
in "franglais.
Francaise.

Everybody is doing

it at French House
by Karen DuBay
On a blue flag, under white letters spelling "La Maison Francaise"
is the single word "ensemble"—together. And that is how we are.
The commond bond of a language,
living and eating "ensemble" gives
fuel to the spirit of the house.
Everybody pitches in and helps,
whether it is making a display or
helping with the dishes after a banquet.
Like a businessman. les jeunes
fill.'. de La Maison Francais,' are
out to "sell" the idea, the life, and
the fun. Everyone interested in
living "a la mode franraise" is
welcome to come over for lunch
or dinner and ask questions. The
most commonly asked questions
are: How long has the house been
around? W hat are future plans?
What do you do down there?
This year there are two candles
on the cake, but the flame might be
snuffed out. Next year the fraternity that loaned "our" house will be
moving back in.
For the present, the tradition
of "ensemble" is embodied in
practicing for Inter-dorm Sing,
getting bucket. for the October
28th Car Wash, and polishing the
Homecoming Display trophy.
Later in the semester La Matson
Francaise will be romping and
stomping avec la musique moderne
when we girls have a closed party
with the ATO pledges. Christmas
time brings ensemble Alpha Gam
and les jeunes fines for a tree
trimming gala. Also in the giving
spirit of Christmas. tapes of carols
will be sent to our friends in Vietnam.
What else is there? There are
three showers—all in one room.
an unheated ram that is blacker
than a domino at night, and
floor. that have is hill. topography. There is also fun. "There are
thirty-three jeunes fines, a conglomeration of every class. Mom
people ha•e the conception that
all of us arc French majors. This
is not so. The girls major in many
things: geology. music. 'torenmnent. pre-set, education, food in-

dustry management. and several
others. The only basis for getting
into this house is a few French
courses, enough so that one
wouldn't feel absolutely at a loss
for words.
The one thing that all the girls
have in common is the desire to
learn more about speaking everyday French — and do we ever. At
first, the simple things like knives
and forks can remain anonymous
for days, before the embarrassment of asking a hat that object is
called IS overcome. The most common question is "Commet dit-on?"
—How do you say .... ?" It takes a
long time to get out a simple
sentence sometimes, but it is getting
easier all the while.
What is a day like? At 6:45
a.m. the girl smn wake-up duts
pads down the ram corridor and
rouses the unfortunates with 8
o'clock. sayer "Bonjour". The
luckier of the group can stay
wrapped up in their electric
blankets until the 7:45 a.m. wake.
up.
There is a scuffle for cold slippers and .1 rush out the ram door
to the study rooms. After getting
dressed and listening for the weather
forecast (be prepared ... it's a long
walk), it's downstairs to the dining
TOOM for breakfast- Then off to
classes I the exercise is great — the
food is tool.
111'e have certain responsibili.
ties. Each night a team of three
girls clear and wash the dishes.
Ever. Saturday the ram is swept
smut. Wake-ups, the brave soul.
who sacrifice a feu extra moment'
in order to "cut" the
a ...II
. at It
number of empty seat,
on different
descend.
o'clock..
girls each week. Some girls cook
the breakfasts each morning.
All in all, les jeunes iilles de La
Maison Francaise are enserhle.
Whether singing or attending a
special French class or entertaining
guests from the French department
or from 1 e Cercle Francais. we
are learning arid basing fun together.
By the way, comment dit-on

"Escalate peace
the bombing and negotiate
with the N.L.F.." About 75
students, faculty members.
clergymen and town people
marched from Webster Park
in Orono to the University of
Maine football field last Saturday. The peace machers,
carrying posters, showed
their support to the larger
protest in Washington, D. C.
and quietly demonstrated
their opposition to "Johnson's war."
The marchers were silent.
Their mere presence and the
various posters they carried
made clear the purpose of
their protest: "Start negotiating now. Bring our men
home alive." ..."14.000
dead. How many more?
Aside from the few remarks
of a small group of counterdemonstrators," no major
incidents '.,ere reported.
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Protected by the Orono
police and the Campus Security officers the marchers
followed College Avenu e.
crossed campus along the
Mall and finally gathered outside the gates of Alumni
Field around 1 p.m. The
marchers dispersed at the
kick *off.'

Blank stares and wide yawns
told tales of the night before
when two hundred ROTC cadets staggered into the armory early Saturday morning as
Field Training Exercise -.7.1
was about to begin.
Trucks stopped, people ran
to their windows, and the
pumpkins on the doorsteps
grinned from ear to ear as a
battalion of shivering cadets
began their six-mile march to
the University Forest, where
they would clash with another battalion of Ranger ca.
deis for possession of Hill
180.
Later, in the midst of a
clearing covered by a chilly
mist, all the troops assembled
for the critique by the Cadre.
Sergeant Major Willman
pointed out that the hest way
to learn is by making mistakes, and that some guys
should be walking training
manuals by now. Colonel
Gerety, Professor of Military
Science, commented on the
great enthusiasm of the cadets, and v.rapeped %up the
whole exercise in two words
..."Good show!"
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Juno and the Paycock seen in Yale pledges money
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One of the hest casts in one of
the best plays produced in recent
Maine Masque history opened its
run on Tuesday in the Hauck
Auditorium. Sean O'Casey's "Juno
•and the Paycock" receives an arresting, luminous presentation at
the hands of director E. A. Cyrus,
who also designed the well-integrated set. No one in this area who responds to fine acting and theatre
craftsmanship should fail to see
this week's production.
Near the end of O'Casey's rich,
provocative realistic drama of a
Dublin tenement family beset by the
personal complications of the Irish
civil war, the Ma load-like Juno
Boyle laments. "Oh, is there not
even a middlin' honest man left in
the world?" And she has reasons.
Jack
Her
husband, Captain
Boyle, so long has perpetuated his
fiction of being unable to work and
support his wife and children that
his claim to haying "a little spirit"
•left has vaporized
Boyle's dishonesty, while engaging at times,
becomes a, destitietise ,is the larger
polirucal di•hiinesties among the inheritor, of the eisil strife in Ire'
land of the 1'4-In.,. trCasey spares
Boyle alnio•t no indignits by the
end of the play. exposing his own
illusions and those he has encouraged in others. 111110 Boyle. his
long-stiltci Inc ..nd truly dignified
wife. maintain, her sense of reality
and 'cc,'flies ir,:rea•ingly compassionate despite the circumstances
arri,erl again,: her.
feff Ys; hl creates the lengthy
role of the prideful Bosh: with a
resets,: rit rinser and poise that is
adrimahle. Ile poi trays Bole's reaction ti .111 illusor!, inheritance
with 4111, hut elsew here he makes
the( aptain
little to, solid, a peaatheis should be more
niereutial.
Die Ho le son Johnny has been
ipple,1 phssieall, and psu_hol,rgrhis pa neiration in the
b
u_,iIl
Irish it:he:lion. Bill I cries stage
image ot lohnny show cd intelligent
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a control ot
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until his ,I,
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Joxer. portrayed by Alden Flanders, is a fair weather friend, easily.
angered but not a man of principle,.
Mr. Flanders does well hut loses
some lines in a mumbling brogue.
Carla Bryson plays the role of
Mary Hoyle, but with obvious lack
of eNperit.nce. Miss Bry.on does
not portray quite a. much self.
sufficency as the rwript warrants
rind shows no feeling in scene.
where emotional reaction i. integral.
Johnny, the maimed veteran. is
portrayed by William Lemke with
exceptional realism despite the mechanical blurting of some lines.
Never once are we allowed insight
into the mind of this shell-shocked,
maimed resolutionary who has paid
dearly for principle,.
Jerry Devine, played by Danny
Field. is stiff. and Mr. Field does not
portray as much anguish a, the plot
calls for.
Mary Ames. playing the part of
Maisie Madigan. is obviously searching for laughs. Miss Ames perform,
vis idly but not with polish.
The supporting roles are por•
frayed with general s luff nes,.
James Roy as the sewing
salesman is particularly corny, and
Judy Baron slightly overdoes her
part as the grieving Mrs. Tonere&
l'he best supporting role is Dave
%Lie-don'. portrayal of Neeillt. Nugent. a tailor. Mr. Marton effectively show. Nugent'. character a•
a small businessman in a time of
economic unct.rtainty.
The only non-Irish character is
Charlie Bentham. Phil Hayes portray's this part is ith the suave and
superficiality one might expect of
an Englishman in Ireland.
by V. Kerry Inman
Acts one and two of the play do
he curtain rose Tuesday night not quite come up NI the level of
on the Maine Masque .1 heatre's humor and irons possible. It is
4
production of ii010 anti the Pa.1.c(ICk
st
the third act that is
The performance was in no way flie riepr....ing aspects finally
ahnormial for a college production. eis reforitt. the hu tttttr and the
Of the obvious weak point. most world of Captain Boyle become.
noticable were the accents. The **chassis.—
brogue is neither affective nor
Other element, of the production,
• places is parthailarly the set and the costume,
gh. and in s
II
.1 he lightincorrect. There are also obvious are delinitels
differences in the abilitim of the ing of an indoor situation is less
•ariou. actors., particularly in the ,tatie than in real it hut adds to the
scenes where both Mrs. Boyle and emotional heightening of the play.
ht.r daughter are on stage. In
In general the Maine Masque
general the supporting roles are
Uheatre's production is a good %rabic
played by actors half-dead. ‘lany one with moments of hilarity and
lines are lost. anti Irt:41.4.1'..ruse escellencegiven
of irons and
full tApression. But thankfully the
weal. points ilo not es.i•t without
obvi3333• strong points.
I 4:Orme f,ervai, ,r. Juno is exeellent She is the strongest part of
the whole production. MIss kierVais'
portr,oal of the long suffering head
iii the househitld gives the play its
emotionalh tense moment,.
Jeff Nichols a. Captain Boy Itlacks the range of emotional re.
net ilt41 to round out Cap,
a
lain Boyle*. personality. Mr. 'Ni••• litrough. however. in
chols
the final act with a brilliant per-

a son by political murfirst
der, a.e,:- the need, of two tense
scenes. a, Pentham. .1 role he filled
on short ii nice. Phil Hayes brings
to hi, 10111:illie with the lioyles'
daughter Mary the supercilious airiness Mal telLcis his true ethics. As
a; 'u /Irvson looks very
Mar
flinch the pail. though in dress rehearsal she se, tired not to have
settled iriri 0 tull,. Players in lesser tote .
almost uniformly to the neailv faultness sequence
dinelopments.
List. ..nd be•t of ;ill. was Jeanne
i
ndorar1„1,1,
(iei‘ais
the
Juno, a
l)nl"ii mm ,!.2. ,,side, it mother-wit. To
Me. Miss
leireals a maturity or understandine of her role
:rind the slicer technical facility of
u_irises am it ha; make the drama
s.111,1. 1tP,!. Iler presence
rah
ihiriaeliatit the play, and
het chinaetic speech is overwhelming Ill it. i111011011Ill impact. Hem
slim in 111 M.11 in aet two, during
a tine pie,:e of ensemble acting,
['Le...s the 11,irtntit and hilarity of
honest Joi in iii inks acainst a backgiound or deceit ;Ind terror in a
way that typifies both the mood of
the play and the combined skills of
acting and direeting that this Masque production has brought to the
C ampus.
II shook' he an evening year for
the dianiii at Alainc. In fact, it alI eady is.
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A newly formed peace organization at Yale LaW School has coinpleted one month of a planned yearlong fund-raising effort on behalf
of various anti-war groups. The organization, called the "Yale Law
Students End The War Committee."
was formed to encourage Yale Law
students to pledge contributions of
51.00 each week to the anti-war
movement.
Approximately 60 students have
already signed the pledges and over
S:I50 was collected during the first
month of the campaign.
[he pledge allows each student
to choose one of five anti-war or
drait counseling groups as the re-
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A graphic, documentary portrayal ot
continual search for the lost soul.
Wed., Nov. 1, 1967
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BEN SKLAR INC.
Your Area Headquarters

or

j

Von Heusen Shirts

I'vèot My Eye On The Man...
•

ciptcrrt
allow the find I he 'yv u is
to dharibute the money among the
tn.. group,. -the recipient organizanon, are 'the Resistance. Negotiairon NOV., New Haven Draft Information Center. National Lawyers
(Mild Or..ft Defense Fund, and
Fifth Avenue l'e.acc Parade Commime Checks sit lung cro.rr $175/
were ,,rn to these groups last week.
ako commented that "the
re,reation to the pledges, even from
those tilt participating. has been
,erv ta‘o:ahle. It is obvious that
sentiment against the war among
Ytrle Iav, students has increased

ON THE AIR - A N D GOING STRONG!

WMEB-FM/91.9
TUNE IN TO CAMPUS RADIO PROGRAMMING IN YOUR STYLE
INTERESTED IN RADIO? .
DROP BY OUR STUDIOS AT 275 STEVENS .
NOW TRAINING:
Announcers, Engineers, Newsmen, Programmers,
Traffic and Continuity, and Promotion Personnel

in a VAN I—I BUSE NI'
"417- VANOPRESS SHIRT
One look and wham! I knew he was for me.
Lean and limber and all man in the terrific
fit of his Van Heusen "417" Vanopress
shirt. Made with the authentic button-down
collar. this shirt was permanently pressed
the day it was made and will never need
pressing again. No more laundry bills!
As for the great new Van Heusen fabrics,
colors and patterns
they make him
the guy to keep an eye on!

IMO

Build up your following with Passport 360.
the influential line of men's toiletries by Van Heusen
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Second floor of Union houses Ford
Room, chapel, studio, many offices
by Bobbie Lihrlmark

Dining out

Enjoying a leisurely change
from the pandentonium of
the typical Den luncheon.
s
• students are seen in the
riio,ts upstairs Ford Room.

A few days ago. two students, one
male, one female, were seen walking
up the stairs across from the newscounter in the Union. As they proceeded up the stairs, a small group
of students came by, noticed them,
and looked astonishingly at each
other.
"Where are they going?" exclaimed
one student. "There's nothing up
there." Quite obviously they suspected the two of going upstairs to
bold a special rendezvous.
Before everyone is scandalized.
be assured there is something on the
second floor of the Union. In fact,
there is quite a lot on the second
floor, and the two students were

merely going upstairs to attend a
meeting.
Contrary to popular belief, the
second floor of the Union is open
to all students. Many of our campus
organizations have their offices on
the second floor. For instance, the
Student Senate. Associated Women
Students, the Student Religious Association, the Senior Skulls, and the
Memorial Union Activities Board,
better known as MUAB. are located
there.
These organizations are made up
of students and always welcome visitors. Some are made up of elected
members, but others such as MUAB
and S.R.A. are always willing to take
in a new member. All a student need
do is to go upstairs, look around,

ask questions about the organization, and visit a while. It will help
you understand the organizations
better and provide an enjoyable
space of leisure time.
The second floor also houses the
Art Studio and Drummond Chapel.
The Art Studio is sponsored by
MUAB. It is open to all students
and provides a space for campus
artists to create in. Drummond Chapel is the student place of worship.
A schedule of times of services is
always posted outside the Union.
One of the least known rooms of
the Union, both to freshmen and
upper classmen alike, is the Ford
Room. And the majority of students
who do know of its existence mistakenly think it is only for grad students and faculty. It is not, but its
atmosphere is what tends to make
students feel they do not belong
there. Directly opposite to the den.
it is quiet, luxurious, and sophisticated. It provides a perfect place for
students to take a quiet study break,
or meet friend, and have a relaxing •
get together. The waitresses in the
Ford Room would like to see more
students come in. Even the food is
more sophisticated than that at the •
den.
The Memorial Union is on campus for the students. The ground,
first and second floors of the Union
are all open to students. It is your
Union, get to know it, enjoy it, and
take advantage of what has been
established for you.

Maine grad
gets fellowship
John A. Torrone. a 1966 graduate of the University of Maine.
is one of 11 college students
throughout the U.S. who have been
awarded 53.000 fellowships for the
Mental Health Information Program in the School of Journalism.
at Syracuse University in New
York.

Can there be this kind ofexcitement in engineering?
A high-performance car in a four-wheel drift around the first
turn at Watkins Glen* typifies the excitement of sportscar racing.
precision machinery and human skill in cool coordination.
Is it an exaggeration to suggest there should be an analogous
excitement in your engineering career? In engineering, too,
professional skill is constantly pitted against variables of
mathematics. materials and men. And the pace can be fast.
This is the kind of engineering excitement Xerox can offer you:
• a strong drive into new areas and new technologies in a
ariety of fields ... imaging, data handling, graphic arts, education
• a growth pattern stimulating in itself.... total operating revenues
up from $25 million in 1957 to over $500 million in 1966; research and
development expenditures, at $45 million in 1964 up 36% over 1965
• a professional environment and esprit which you have to
experience to believe
• both long-range technical aims and day-to-day
engineering problems on a scale to satisfy any engineer.
Sound unlikely? Check it out and see. Your degree in Engineering or
Science can qualify you for some intriguing openings at Xerox,in
fundamental and applied research, engineering, manufacturing and
programming.
See your Place9tent Director or write to Mr, Roger Vander Ploeg,
Xerox Corpor-alion, P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, New York 14603.
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F).

Try Xerox and see

Torrone was graduated from
Maine with distinction in June with
an A.B. degree in journalism and
with a minor concentration in
social welfare. He was sports editor
of the CAMPUS last year. and has
worked for the Boston Record
American and the East Boston
Times.
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LOST — Gold ring with cracked
onyx center, in library or between
Balentine and library. Reward offered. Marty Strauch, 217 Balentine.
-FABRIC SHOP has woolen yard.
goods and remnants from $1.50 a
yard. Open 8 to 8. Sunday 1 to 5.
880 Ohio Street, Bangor.

•

*1 hour's dove south of Rochester

NEED BREAD?
Distribute Psychedelic posters. etc
Write to Joyce James Co. Ltd., 734
Bay St.. San Francisco. Cal. 94109.
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The program in which Torrone is
enrolled Consists of a year of
campus study at Syracuse and a •
year as an intern in the field, in
work experience combined with
some academic study. The program
is sponsored by the National Institute of Mental Health to train
specialists for work in public, private and voluntary niental health
agencies.
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* "a lack of patriotism"?
Finally. I'm afraid he's all alone,
To the Editor:
In reference to last week's editor- unless there are a lot of hypocrites
$
ial concerning Homecoming's Half- on this campus. If he will recall, the
time Horror. somebody has some entire audience gave a standing ovarather invalid concepts, or, at least. tion in agreement with the tribute
ludia lack of patriotism. Admittedly, a "The result was painfully
better time or place mighr have been crous"? .fhink again.
Horr
K.
Noreen
set aside for the tribute: however.
Democratic opinion polls, ripe,
it was not. The University Rand and
R.O.T.C. Ranger Unit displayed a ciall. if carried out a ttttttig.i one%
great deal of respect and honor in own friend., are not guaranteed
the performance they put on. ac- arbiter., of the truth by a long
cording to the numerous students 1 .hot. If situ anti .our friend,
think that it is good ta..te to plas
have talked with.
Next, in reference to the author', a tune with decidedly belligerent
paragraph. "Because this unpleasant ettnnotation., at the halftime .how
exercise in jingoism took place in ttf a 'ion weekend'. football
the middle of a University event. game; if sou think that a Ranger
under University sponsorship. and unit which goes. into ,narling
was performed by official University -ifie.wielding crouch di.play.
organizations. it represents an at- great deal of re.pect and honortempt by the Unisersity to ram a to the dead and tinalls if you're
wan
0- political line down the throats of its not ',all, intert,ted in "whatrh,..e. sour own pa. sounds like rather
students" .
faulty. deductive reasoning to me. th,-tie opinion. R. the wa.. the
Isn't he stretching the point? Be- audience. I recall, wan .tanding
sides, it does not matter so much front the playing of the Stein
Song, anti be.itie., ever hear of
1 wind was stone, but father why it
coericion?
was done and in what spirit it was
—PSTT
done.
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H. M. Goldsmith
Where we ofier

you something exciting

You can spare your weary worn
wallet by shopping for Christmas
now at this — —

1

UM "a vauIt of virtue"
To the Editor:
In her editorial M. M. asks for
a change: and I ask — a change
to what? For years this university
has stood as an example for other
colleges to follow. While other institutions have been sinking in sin,
languishing in lust and wal o
in wantonness: this school has --en
a vault of virtue a monument to
morality and the residence of righteousness. Yes. M. M., would you
wish to see all this crumble before
the onslaught of the thousands who
now lurk outside our locked doors?
Do sou vt.int to he I he one
who unleashes these hordes to storm
this last bastion of purity in a corrupt world? Decent. fun-loving

Americans do not need this type
of privacy and entertainment, as the
rules and regulations of the university clearly illustrate.
The real problems on this campus
started when coeds were allowed
out after dark on car dates and university policy was liberally expanded to allow girls out until 10:30
rather than 8:00. Apparently this
was not enough. Apparently there
are some who would compound
these crucial problems and find
fault with those who are looking
out for our own self-interests until
we are capable of taking care of
ourselves.
Concerned student.
Mark Woodward-Eight

that the's: is no return fur the effort.
I object to this policy because 1,
and indeed many thousands of
others, am compelled to purchase
many items at the store at unrealistic prices due to the fact we
are a captive consumer class.
The bookstore does make a very
hefty profit esers year and if they
have extra money to spend on advertising wouldn't it he serving
more people tsy perhaps cutting
pm..s on some itents which it
stocks rather than spending it useself-defeating adlessly on
%ertising campaign.
William Coburn '68
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bookstore wastes money
To the Editor:
'I he bookstore is now trying to
influence off-campus citizens to patronize it. One of the methods
being used in this endeavor is the
sponsoring of University of Maine
football teams on both radio and
telesision. While 1 feel the objective is good I think that It Is
sery impractical from a financial
point of slew.
This attempt to "sell" the university store to the public at large
is unreal since there are very few
people indeed willing to come here
and purchase an item which can be
purchased cheaper at many other
local merchants. 1hus the money
spent on advertising Is wasted in

000

every day.

tear

advertising by

Old To%n
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Rert•ises
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Last week's winner: Linda Lillian Beaulieu
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Second floor of Union houses Ford
Room, chapel, studio, many offices
by Robbie Lito'mark

Dining out

Enjoying a leisurely change
from the pandemonium of
the typical Den luncheon.
some students are seen in the
Union's upstairs Ford Room.

A few days ago, two students, one
male, one female, were seen walking
up the stairs across from the newscounter in the Union. As they proceeded up the stairs, a small group
of students came by, noticed them,
and looked astonishingly at each
other.
"Where are they going'?" exclaimed
one student. "There's nothing up
there." Quite obviously they suspected the two of going upstairs to
hold a special rendezvous.
Before everyone is scandalized,
be assured there is something on the
second floor of the Union. In fact,
there IS quite a lot on the second
floor, and the two students were

merely going upstairs to attend a
meeting.
Contrary to popular belief, the
second floor of the Union is open
to all student,. Many of our campus
organizations have their offices on
the second floor. For instance, the
Student Senate, Associated Women
Students, the Student Religious Association, the Senior Skulls, and the
Memorial Union Activities Board.
better known as MUAB, are located
there.
These organizations are made up
of students and always welcome visitors. Some are made up of elected
members, but others such as MUAB
and S.R.A. are always willing to take
in a new member. All a student need
do is to go upstairs, look around,

ask questions about the organization, and visit a while. It will help,*
you understand the organizations
better and provide an enjoyable
space of leisure time.
The second floor also houses the
Art Studio and Drummond Chapel. •
The Art Studio is sponsored by
MUAB. It is open to all students
and provides a space for campus
artists to create in. Drummond Chapel is the student place of worship.
A schedule of times of services is
always posted outside the Union.
One of the least known rooms of
the Union, both to freshmen and
upper classmen alike, is the Ford
Room. And the majority of students
who do know of its existence mistakenly think it is only for grad students and faculty. It is not, but its
atmosphere is what tends to make
students feel they do not belong
there. Directly opposite to the den,
it is quiet, luxurious, and sophisticated. It provides a perfect place for
students to take a quiet study break,
or meet friends and have a relaxing
get together. The waitresses in the
Ford Room would like to see more
students come in. Even the food is
more sophisticated than that at the
•
den.
The Memorial Union is on campus for the students. The ground,
first and second floors of the Union
are all open to students. It is your
Union, get to know it, enjoy it, and
takc advantage of what has been
established for you.

Maine grad
gets fellowship
John A. Torrone. a 1966 graduate of the University of Maine,
is one of II college students
throughout the U.S. who have been
awarded 53,000 fellowships for the
Mental Health Information Program in the School of Journalism,
at Syracuse University in New
York.

Can there be this kind ofexcitement in engineering?
A high-performance car in a four-wheel drift around the first
turn at Watkins Glen* typifies the excitement of sportscar racing.
precision machinery and human skill in cool coordination.
Is it an exaggeration to suggest there should be an analogous
excitement in your engineering career? In engineering, too,
professional skill is constantly pitted against variables of
mathematics, materials and men. And the pace can be fast.
This is the kind of engineering excitement Xerox can offer you:
• a strong drive into new areas and new technologies in a
variety of fields ... imaging. data handling, graphic arts, education
• a growth pattern stimulating in itself ... total operating revenues
up from 125 million in 1957 to over $500 million in 1966; research and
development expenditures. at $45 million in 194 up 36% over 1965
• a professional environment and esprit which you have to
experience to believe
• both long-range technical aims and day-to-day
engineering problems on a scale to satisfy any engineer.
Sound unlikely? Check it out and see. Your degree in Engineering or
Science can qualify you for some intriguing openings at Xerox, in
fundamental and applied research, engineering, manufacturing and
programming.
See your Placement Director or write to Mr. Roger Vander Ploeg,
Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 1995, Rochester, New York 14603.
An Equal Opportunity Employer (NIA).

TryXerox and see

The program in which Torrone is
enrolled consists of a year of
campus study at Syracuse and a
year as an intern in the field, in
work experience combined with
some academic study. The program
is sponsored by the National Institute of Mental Health to train
specialists for work in public, private and voluntary mental health
agencies.
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Torrone was graduated from
Maine with distinction in June with
an A.B. degree in journalism and
with a minor concentration in
social welfare. He was sports editor
of the CAMPUS last year, and has
worked for the Boston Record
American and the East 1-1o,i,,c
Times.
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Distribute Psychedelic posters, etc.
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Bay St., San Francisco, Cal. 94109.
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By Marcia Due
The Good Will Flower has the
power of penny lates Friday. Curfew is extended to 1:30.
Expect the ultimate in good will
at Lengyel Friday night with
dancing to the Freewbeelin' from 8
, to I, sponsored by the Good Will
fund.
Stodder. Balentine, and Penobscot
Hall residents and dates spook out
at a Halloween dance at Stodder
dining hall Friday night from 8 to
12.
Phi Kappa Sigma reverberates
from 9 to 1 Friday night with
dancing to the Sound Wave Incorporated.
Sigma Phi Epsilons and dates will
stage a Friday night pumpkin carvein. Saturday evening all await the
arrival of the "Great Pumpkin."
The class of '69 presents the Imposters. Dance from 8 to 12 Saturday night at Lengyel.
Maine Outing Club sets out for
Bar Harbor Saturday. A Halloween
Hayride is planned for 31st.
fa
Best wishes to Linda Patten,
Alpha Chi Omega, pinned to Bob
Thayer, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Pat
Stefka, Pi Beta Phi, pinned to
Chuck Martel, Tau Kappa Epsilon;
le Emily Ouellete, French House, pinned to Mark Eauk, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Becky Scruggs pinned to Frank
Keenan, Phi Eta Kappa; Sue Burge,
Pi Beta Phi, pinned to Earl Lovering. Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Jean
Binns pinned to Charles Valentine,
Lambda Chi Alpha; Janice Dyer
pinned to Steve Vance, Theta Chi;
Louise L'Heureux pinned to Mike
Sheehy, Theta Chi; Connie Corriveau pinned to Dick I hibodeau:
Peggy Look pinned to Buzz Neal,
Alpha Gamma Rho; Margaret
Dolan pinned to Bob Eckman,
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Joyce Wright
engaged to John 'Riffling, Theta
Chi; Helen MacDonald engaged to
Norman Higgins, Theta Chi; Diane
McKay engaged to Jim Bouford,
1 heta Chi; Louise Shaw engaged to
Richard
Nichols, Sigma
Nu;
Sherryl Barnes engaged to Wesley
Hodgkins. Rio Upsilon Phi; Barbara
Poulin engaged to John Reif*
schneider, lau Epsilon Phi; Sue
Getchel, Alpha Phi, engaged to
Pete Deschanes, Phi Eta Kappa;
Ruth Bagley married to Joseph
Reynolds. .1 au Epsilon Phi; Carol
Jane Smith. Delia Zeta, married to
Gerald Austin, lau Epsilon Phi;
Donna West married to Brad
ukey, .1 au Epsilon Phi; Jannet
Ulrickson
married
to
William
Sweetser, Sigma Nu; Linda Carr
married to Doug Cirillin, Alpha
Gamma Rho; Shara Morton married to Pat Corr, Alpha Gamma
Rho; JoAnn Arno married to Ken
Fletcher, Alpha Gamma Rho; Ann
Couture married to Ri,l, Roy,
alpha Gamma Rho
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Seagoing scholars circumvent Suez
A first in the history of World
Campus Afloat — Chapman College will begin Oct. 11 when the
S.S. Ryndam embarks on a new
around-the world itinerary brought
about by the current world situation.
For the first time, the world's only
shipboard campus will journey
around Africa's Cape of Good
Hope.
"We are taking advantage of the
Middle East conflict," said Netter
Worthington, Chairman of Chapman's Division of International
Education, which administers the
floating campus.
"Few conditions other than the
blocking of the Suez Canal would
have given us this unique opportunity to experience countries
and cultures more unusual, and
perhaps more exciting, than the
European countries we originally
had planned to visit on this voyage." Worthington added.
During this fifth semester at sea,

the mobile campus will visit ports
in Portugal, Spain, Morocco, Senegal, South Africa, Kenya, India.
Malaysia. Thailand, the Philippines.
Taiwan, Japan and Hawaii. The
study voyage will terminate in Los
Angeles Jan. 30, 1968.
The 70-member faculty and staff
come from Chapman's land-based
campus in Orange, Calif., and from
many universities and colleges in
the U. S. In addition, lecturers
from institutions of higher learning
and representatives from government, society, business and industry
in the ports of call will meet with
the students in a closely coordinated series of in-port programs built
around the various disciplines.
The goal of the World Campus
Afloat program is to combine
formal classroom education with
the experiences of world travel.
Eighty liberal arts courses are offered aboard ship in a one-semester transfer program.

Students attend classes six days
a week while at sea with formal
studies supplemented by the prearranged, in-port activities related
to course material.
The Ryndam, owned and operated by Trans-Ocean Shipping Co.
of The Netherlands. has been
equipped to serve as an academic
campus through the inclusion of 14

Highway deaths are
up by 13.8 percent
Fatal highww. .a.Lidents in Maine
increased by 13.8 per cent over
last year during the three-month
period ending Sept. 30, according
to the Bureau of Traffic Division
of the Maine State Police.
A total of 84 persons died in 74
accidents during the 92-day period,
a quarterly summary of fatal accidents shows. August was the high
month with 33 persons killed in 27
accidents.
Seventy per cent of the quarterly total of accidents occurred in
rural areas and 53 per cent of them
involved only a single vehicle.
listed as the primary cause of
31) per cent of the total accidents

was exceeding a safe speed. Twentysix per cent were liquor associated,
ii per cent failure to yield right of
way. nine per cent pedestrian, four
per cent inattention. three per cent
defective equipment and 17 per
cent miscellaneous.
Other types of accidents included
vehicle-pedestrian ( 18%). angle
(15% ), head-on (8%I. vehiclemotorcycle (4% ), single motorcycle (1%), and vehicle-train
The greatest number of fatal accidents — 35 or 47 per cent of the
total — occurred between 7 p.m.
and 2 a.m. Seventeen or 22 per
cent of the fatal accidents were recorded on a Saturday.

When in the course
of human events
it becomes necessary
to hold up your pants
..:hreak
away from the tyranny of the
dull belt. Fife and Drum traditional belts
come in a spirited assortment of colors,
Leathers and buckles.Some with matching
billfolds, key cases and pocket secretaries.
Now is the time to declare your
independence from the commonplace
ith Fife and Drum.
A look that's part of the American grain.
Bonus: Who is Button Gwinnett?
Tell us and we'll send you a
Button Gwinnett kit(5 different buttons
and bumper stickers). If you don't
know,confess...and we'll send you the
kit anyway.Write"Button,Button" Dept.,
P.O. Box 5269,Chicago, Illinois 60680.

By Paris

flash bulbs

Store Name
OLD TOWN

On Feb. 3, 1968. three days
after the Ryndam docks in Los
Angeles. the spring semester voyage
will embark for ports in South
America, Africa. the Mediterranean
and northern Europe.

tyourPlymouth Pealet.

film

NORTH MAIN

classrooms, a modern-science laboratory, especially-selected library,
hospital, 280-seat theatre and audiovisual equipment.

Catch the Mac/a/new/
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. Ltd., 734
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The public's "right to know" is a multi-sided
issue that has been maneuvered in various ways
for centuries . .. the only criterion being a sort
of barometric gauge to determine how much
opposition or antagonism it is feasible to generate. There are those — on campus and off —
who would contest the right of the press to publish anything other than "who, what, when and
where" stories of events. It is for these people
as well as for the general university population that we wish to define our editorial policy.
Editorials reflect the policy and views of The
Campus editors. We shall not hesitate to point
out what we feel is wrong or right with any
important aspect of oui University system.
However, we will not criticize for the sake of
controversy, nor will we praise to benegt our
own popularity.
A newspaper without communication with
its readers loses a valuable means of stimulat-

ing thought. We therefore encourage and expect our readers to take a responsible interest
in contributing letters of comment and criticism to The Campus. We believe that responsibility rests largely with the reading public to
participate and not to criticize silently. All
letters are accepted whether the opinion expressed agrees with that of the editorial staff
or not.
We feel that the newspaper is an integral
part of the learning proces.; for students interested in more than just getting a degree from
this University. Our editorial policy is one
which we hope questions, explains and where
necessary arouses controversy. For without the
atmosphere for disagreement and awareness of
the "other side", our editorial pages can hardly
hope to contribute to a dynamic university
body.

rm (:1ETTINti

artless
The prop- m reads "Construction" by Fred
Preble. On the wall, there is an empty spot
and two broken wires hanging. The painting.
a valuable piece from one of the sixty monthlong art exhibits at the University was stolen
from the Hauck Auditorium lobby. In one of
our dormitories, another painting was also
'lost.
'this Fall.
Can we allow such theft to go on occurring?
At the present. more than 800 art items make
up our University collection. These original
works of art are set into our daily lives, to be
seen and enjoyed in the library, the dorms, the
cafeterias and in our classrooms. Whether we
carefully study such works or whether we
simply learn from them through involuntary
"osmosis", the various art exhibits on Campus
are now a basic part of our education. They
certainly contribute in "breaking" our cultural
isolation. The various advantages we derive
from the exhibitions may soon be lost. Wellknown artists could be reluctant in lending invaluable works and . . . losing them. If other
paintings are stolen. Professor Hartgen. head
of the Art department. may also be forced to
"strip the walls" of our buildings and retire all
paintings and sculptures to the five Carnegie
galleries.
Our library and the bookstore already use
turnstiles and guards. Will Carnegie be compelled to do the same?
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to the editor

amazed it was allowed
To the Editor:
I read Peter Taber's article concerning the Homecoming Halftime
show and am amazed that it was
allowed in print. He may have a
right to express his reactions in a
"Campus" editorial, but he should
do so in a more respectful manner.
There was no need for such sarcasm
or dogmatic language as he used.
Because he felt the performance was
too military and supported the
"War- in Vietnam, does not constitute a fact, and yet this was the
way in which he presented it. A
person's feelings for or against the

war had nothing to do with the dedication. It was a tribute to the men,
recent graduates of "Maine." not to
the war. Considering the fact that
many alumni return for Homecoming, this recognition of their classmates seemed very appropriate to
me. Unfortunately, like any military
performance these days. Mr. Taber
could only see it as a stand for or
against our position in Vietnam. I
hope that an the future, the -Campus- will exhibit better taste when
considering an article for print.
Mary Tolman

bad taste a popular hit

odd
bodkins

To the Editor:
Mr. Taber's remarks in the
Campus of October 19 were in so
much greater poor taste than the
subject about which he wrote that
I must make these comments. First,
Mr. I aber announced that the results of the Band and R.O.T.C.
unit s efforts were painfully ludicrous. 11 so why didn t the 10,(Xh)
people in attendance laugh? Did
you laugh, Mr. 1 abet., or weren t
you there to notice that no one
did? Did you rise out of respect
for those who gave their lives for
your country, or didn't you notice
that everyone did? Have you for.
gotten that the appalling bad taste
OS Mc. Lavanagn selected a song
that was one of the most popular
hits of not too long ago?
1 he subject of the program in
question was not what the University thinks of the war in Vietnam,
but what we all think of the men
who died there. I hose who gave
their lives in Vietnam have as
much right to be honored and re-

membered by their colleagues as
do those who died in W.W. II or
the American Revolution!
Al WC UltUlDel
t game the band
formed a six pointed star on the
field, while the talented head majorette performed in the center.
Before Mr. .1 aver concocts another
of his asinine editorials attacking
anything from the course evaluation
booklet to local 11.0.1 .C. unit, I
wish to announce on behalf of the
Band, that the star formed on October 21 in no way means that the
Univeisity supports the Israelis in
the present Mid-Eastern crisis.
Brian R. Harden
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To help .ois to • better undermantling of what you wa diligently
attempt Iii read, I suzgem that you
look up the meaning of ludicrous
for marten.; in mike of your attempt at wit it de.cribes your letter aptly. As I said in my editorial, certain thing. are inappropriate at certain times. It is in•pproprinte and in bad taste to read off
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• "a lack of patriotism"?
Finally. I'm afraid he's all alone.
To the Editor:
,
• In reference to last week', editor- unless there are a lot of hypocrite
ial concerning Homecoming', Half- on this campus. If he will recall, the
time Horror, somebody has some entire audience gave a standing o% arather invalid concepts, oral least. lion in agreement with the tribute
a lack of patriotism. Admittedly, a "The result was painfully ludibetter time or place iffiefir have been crous"? think again.
Noreen K. Horr
set aside for the tribute: however.
Demurratic opinion ivolls, espeit was not. The University Rand and
R.O.T.C. Ranger Unit displayed a cially if carried out a 44444ngst one's
n friends. are not guaranteed
great deal of respect and honor in
the performance they put on. ac- :white, of the truth by a long
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have talked with.
Next, in reference to the author's VI tune s. jib decided!. belligerent
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paragraph. -Because this unpleasant ton
exercise in jingoism took. place in of a "fun 6eckentl" football
the middle of a University event. game; if you think that a Ranger
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was performed by official University rifle.6ielding crouch display,. "a
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Welcome to
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every day.
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wallet by shopping for Christmas
now at this — —
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UM "a vauIt of virtue"
To the Editor:
In her editorial M. M. a.,ics for
a change. and I ask — a change
to what? For years this university
has stood as an example for other
colleges to follow. While other institutions have been sinking in sin,
languishing in lust and wallowing
in wantonness; this school has been
a vault of virtue a monument to
morality and the residence of righteousness. Yes. M. M., would you
wish to see all this crumble before
the onslaught of the thousands who
now lurk outside our locked doors?
Do you want to be the one
who unleashes these hordes to storm
this last bastion of purity in a corrupt world? Decent. fun-loving
with the viedto the men.
aine." not to
he fact that
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R Harden

Americans do not need this type
of privacy and entertainment, as the
rules and regulations of the university clearly illustrate.
The real problems on this campus
started when coeds were allowed
out after dark on car dates and university policy was liberally expanded to allow girls out until 10:30
rather than 8:00. Apparently this
was not enough. Apparently there
are some who would compound
these crucial problem, and find
fault with those who are looking
out for our own self-interests until
%se are capable of taking care of
ourselves.
Concerned student,
Mark Wood•ard-Eight
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bookstore wastes money
To the Editor:
1 he bookstore is now trying to
influenee off-campus citizens to patronize it. One of the methods
being used in this endeavor is the
sponsoring of University of Maine
football teams on both radio and
television. While I feel the obJeCtIVC IS good I think that it is
very imptactical front a financial
point of view.
This attempt to "sell" the university store to the public at large
is unreal since there are very few
people indeed willing to Conte here
and purchase an item which can be
purchased cheaper at many other
local merchants. Thus the money
spent on advertising is •asteci in

that thete Is no return for the effort
I object to thi, policy because I.
and indeed many thousands of
others. ant compelled to purchase
many items at the store at unTealislIC prices due to the fact we
are a captive consumer class
Me bookstore does make a very
hefty profit every year and if they
have extra money to spend on advertising wouldn't it he serving
more people h5 perhaps cutting
prices on some 'tents which it
stocks rather than spenffine it useself-defeating adlessly on
vertising campaign.
William Coburn "63
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SORRY .. ALL s iLES
FINAL

S7112
Winner Receive.
An. Dry.. up en
326

Old Town

Last week's winner: Linda Lillian Beaulieu
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Group counseling to be Culturize your chamber
tried by testing service Picture loaning initiated

Owe University of Maine's Testing and Counseling Service is exter ling its program this year to Ingroup counseling. The group
meLitam for counseling has seen
considerable growth over the past
few years on college campuses. The
purpose of using the group medium
is to permit individuals to interact
in what is essentially a small
society. During these meetings,
group members have the opportunity to explore their own potentialities and trv out %anions behavior

patterns in a small group, prior to
by Margaret O'Brien
dents, and hung in their dorm rooms.
trying them out in their day-to-day
The Picture Loan Service is the
From 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on
interpersonal relationships.
October
3Ist, and from 9:00 a.m. to result of combined efforts on the
The first group counseling effori
4:00
part
p.m.
of the Art Department and the
on
November
1st, the
this fall is for student advisors on
the campus. The discussion topic lobby of West Commons will serve Dormitory System at the University
is "Counselor Effectiveness and as headquarters for the Art Depart- of Maine. From the University Art
Leadership Potential". Counseling ment and Dormitory Picture Loan Collection. the Art Department has
groups will be organized for other Service. For $1.00. framed prints supplied over 300 color reproducstudents at a later date. These by Picasso, Van Gogh, Homer, tions of great masterpieces; the dorgroups will consider such topics as Marin. Michelangelo. Divinci, Ru- mitories have furnished simple, unstudy skills improvement. career bens. Gauguin, the great masters of imposing frames for the prints ti.
all ages. may be borrowed by Uni- be loaned to students living in the
planning, leadership training and .
versity •of Maine dormitory rest- .dorms.
effective human relationships.

Some say we specialize in power.
power for propulsion ... power for
auxiliary systems ... power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles ... power for
marine and industrial applications ...

The Tuesday through Wednesday
display in West Commons will consist of over 100 framed prints; it
is the first of three displays at whiebr
students may select a print, sign an
uncomplicated contract stating "I
accept responsibility for proper care .1
and treatment of
by
which is to be returned on or be
'
fore May 24, 1968. I understand
that should this print be destroyed
or not returned. 1 will be billed
$25." pay a 51.00 fee, and acquire
a reproduction of quality.
As the Art Department and the
Dormitory System hope to continue
this service indefinitely. the $1.00
fee, explains Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen, Head of the Art Department, is
necessary in order to pay for repainting and repairing frames. The
$25 replacement fee is a medium
sum; the prints to be borrowed are
valued from $15 to $40.
The Picture Loan Service is solely for the benefit of students living
in the dormitory system.

Orono, M
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COMPACT
CONTACT - -
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CONTACT LENS

LEONE
xikik.C'sE

Ahern right.
And wrong.

It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for
we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company's success. We act
on that belief.

Ig•t$1 SOLSTWO
Ulf Or lOINS

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage, Reward them well when they do manage it.
You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success
if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L.
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

Why carry around a whole
chemistry set full of potions
for wetting, cleaning and
soaking contact lenses'
Lensine is here. Its an all
purpose solution for complete
lens care, made by the
Murine Company •
So what else is new'
Well, the removable
lens carrying case
On the bottom of
every bottle. that's
new. too And it's
exclusive with
Lensine, the
solution for
all your contact
lens problems

LENSINE

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft

DIVISION OF uteri'ED AIRCRAFT CORP.

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, cONNECTICUT
An Equal Oper•rturety Employer
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I sang my harp on the sun's deck
Here at the water in the cool unblossomed year,
And the light notes clung at my hair roots
Like bird cries gathering.

Into lengthening shadows
And moments clung like fresh leaves
On water.
Wind crossed the pond
Leaving stripes and crosses
As though it rolled and cast down,
Cast down its shape for vision.

In a blossom of perfume,
And on the stone a toad
Settled in sunlight.

a whole
of potions
ng and
nses'
's an allcomplete
the

Is this saturation of senses enough?
Living together between a time frame,
We creature and non-creature
And I among them.

Susan McCord r2

Orono, Maine October 26, 1967
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IAGE IN
%MN'S M111.
FOR STUDENTS ONLY
Due to Federal Mail Reg.
ulations the campus mail
service has been suspended.
The student senate has now
taken over the operation id
facilitating a campus mail
service. In the senate office
on the third floor of the
Union there is a set of designated mail boxes with each
housing unit represented.
Also included here are all
the sororities. t h e classes,
and those organizations that
would be receiving in i ra
campus mail. All those with
boxes are requested to see
That someone from their unit
brings and sorts their own
outgoing mail and picks up
that which has been delivered to their boxes.

Orono, Ma

NET Journal hosts Timoty Leary

Educational TV offers excellence, variety
by Frank Kadi
ETV is located atop Alumni Hall.
There it breathes and broods and
sends out mighty wave-lengths. A
highly professional operation. ETV
has the latest equipment, elaborate
studios, and a highly energetic
staff, and yet the majority of Maine
students don't tune in, in fact, they
are hardly aware that it exists.
What they miss are programs of the
highest caliber and diversity to be
found anywhere on TV. These programs range from poetry and drama
to sports and gardening.
Undoubtedly, part of the reason
that students so rarely watch ETV
is that they don't know where to
watch it. Dormitory television is invariably turned to another channel,

and it's kind of tough to say, "Hey
guys, 1 wanna watch El V" to a
room intent on watching "Batman."
For those who find themselves in
this category there is a set tuned to
ETV in room 217 Little Hall between 7 and II p.m.
Highlights of October and November include a NET Journal review on October 23 of the revolt
among welfare clients in racially inflamed Chicago. On the last Monday
of the month. October 30, NET
Journal will deal with "Cuba Today." On November 20th the Journal will broadcast a debate on LSD
between Timothy Leary and Mr.
Letvin, Professor of Communications Philosophy at MIT. NET
Journal can be seen Monday nights

at 9:00.
Among the plays that NET playhouse will produce is a work by
Archibald Macleish entitled "An
Evening's Journey to Conway,
Mass." It will be broadcast on November 3. On November 10 there
will be a play probing the meaning
of existence and the anatomy of isolation. This play entitled "Next
Time I'll Sing to You" is by James
Saunders.
On Thursdays at 8:00 the program "The Dissenters" will be
broadcast. It features interviews with
radical spokesmen of both the left
and right. On October 31. William
Buckley, editor of the National Review will discuss the conservative
view of the U.S. and the world. On
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November 7, the guest will be Irving Howe, a proponent of demoAP
cratic socialism.
In addition to these highlights
there are a number of other programs of interest such as the series
"Sport of the Week" (Thursdays ak
9:00 p.m.). On November 30 this
series will broadcast the YaleUConn Soccer Game. Another
series "The Toy That Grew Up"
presents weekly silent films that
range through the classics of the
silent era on Wednesday nights at
10:00. For guitar enthusiast there
will be instruction on the use of the
guitar every Monday night at 10:00
conducted by Miss Laura Weber of
Frisco.

Profs research
Mawson Tillite
Two university professors have
received a 820,000 grant for geological research in Antarctica.
The grant was made available
by the U.S. Antarctic Research of
the National Science Foundation.
Professors Borns and Hall of the
department of Geological science"
will study "The Origin and Age
of the Mawson Tillite." This will
be Or. Borns second Antarctic expedition and Dr. Hall's first.
The Mawson Tillite is a rock
formation
in
West Antarctica
which probably is the result of
glacial activity that took place approximately 150 million years ago
during the Jurassic period of earth
history. The study will attempt the
absolute age of the Mawson and
whether or not it was actually
formed as a result of glaciation.
The project will involve at least
eight weeks of field work in Antarctica between November 1968 and
February 1969. Two students will
assist in this work. The field study
will be conducted on the mountain
tops protruding through the continental ice sheet west of McMurdo
Sound. The project has only recently become feasible with the use of
rmee support helicopters. •
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If Matthew Thornton had signed his name
with the Scripto Reading Pen he'd be remembered today.
Scripto's new Reading Pen makes what you write casier to read.That's w hy. Scripto calls it the Reading Pen.
Its a new Fiber-Tip pen that writes clear and bold.
Not a fountain pen. not a ball•point. this is an entirely

new kind of pen with a durable Fiber-Tip. Get the retillable Reading Pen for S I. Refills come in 12 colors.
Available in a non-refillable model for 39e. Write with
Scripto's new Reading Pen. You'll be remembered.

F-

%esr, fiber tip
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VISIT ONE OF
MAINE'S
GREAT STORES
• SPORT COATS
• FARAH AND
HAGGAR
SLACKS
• BOSTONIAN
LOAFERS
• ARROW SHIRTS
• CONVERSE
TENNIS
• PARIS BELTS
• LONDON FOG
COATS
• LAKELAND
COATS
WE INVITE YOUR
CHARGE ACCOUNT

A.J.
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MEN'S 8, BOY'S
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e guest will be Irvroponent of demo

The Vocational Rehabilitation is cause of race, color, or national
a public service provided by law origin. Any person is eligible for
Alfid is supported by taxes from the VR who has a definite physical,
State and Federal governments to mental, or emotional disability
help meet the vocational needs of severe enough to keep him from emdisabled nien and women. The VR ployment but who has potential
hiss enabled thousands of handl- enough to become successfully emapped people in Maine to be- ployed. The services available uncome self-supporting and active der VR are: medical, psychological.
participants in the well-being of and vocational evaluation; inditheir community life. Such rehabili- vidual counseling, medical cxaminatated person, have. within three to tions; physical aids I braces, hearfive years, returned in taxes the ing aids); on-the-job training, tools,
cost of the services they have re- licenses, and equipment; job placeceived.
ment; follow-up supervision on the
Every year many citizens of job; and services to handicapped
Maine are severely handicapped by homemakers.
accidents. diseases, and congenital
The University of Maine aids in
abnormalities. This often means the VR program by providing emloss of livelihood and inability to ployment in several areas on
become self-supporting, self-reliant campus as well as a complete eduindividuals. With the population ex- cation program of academic studies
plosion and the increase in hazards and on-the-job training for promisof living, there is a greater need for nig individuals. Mr. John F. Harproviding employment to citizens riman. Area Supervisor, said that
who have been victimized by unThe University of Maine is a nest
fortunate circumstances.
for VR services. It cooperates in
a,The State Vocational Rehabili- assisting potential persons to detation provides services only to velop skill and education in a field
those individuals, agencies, institu- of their own ability and satistions, and organizations which faction."
operate v. ithout discrimination bc•
The Commission on Rehabilita-
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tion Needs was appointed in September, 1966, by Gov. John H.
Reed to inventory the vocational
needs of the handicapped and to
propose a plan to meet those needs
by 1975. The objectives of this commission are to identify the number
and kinds of disabled persons in
Maine. to investigate contemporary
rehabilitation services, and to find
ways of improvement that will provide services for all of the needs of
handicapped persons.
On Friday. October 20, 1967, at
the University of Maine Alumni
Hall, there was a meeting sponsored
by the Maine Rehabilitation Association
entitled,
"Community
Needs in Rehabilitation." Its purpose was to acquaint private and
public agencies, business, and industry with Maine VR services.
In spite of the growing need for
providing more Vocational Rehabilitation services. the VR personnel can be praised for the high
rate of achievement in assistance to
disabled persons. Out of 80'..*, of
the people who have completed
training programs and have become
acceptable employees, 70-75% of
these individuals are still employed.

A Civil Engineering student in the VR Program of academic
studies and laboratory ir • • g operates laborator, equipment in Boardman Hall.

Soil Judging Contest
• The Northeast Regional Soil
Judging Contest will be held at
Cornell University on October 28.
Studentsparticipating from Maine
include Richard Babcock. Peter
Crane. Paul Hughes, Dale Mosher,
Peter Naiden, David Popp, and
Thomas Sinith. Accompanying the
group will Mr. Darryl Brown, staff
advisor. Other schools participating
in the esent include Cornell University.. Pennsylvania State College,
and the University of Maryland.

All students graduating from 2, 4 or 5 year programs
must make an appointment for their PRISM SENIOR
PORTRAIT at the ticket booth in front of the Bears
Den starling Monday. October 30. Sittings begin
Monday. November 6.

SHOP & SAVE
19 MILL STREET — nil /NO
..hown alone is a client who is burr, at work in East Consowns Dining Hall_ lie also makes CISC of the Speech and
irearing CC • in the Education Building—one of the many
programs available in V R.

Late Week Features:
MEAT DEPARTMENT

USDA GRADE A TURKEYS - 14-16 ibs.
Choice Quality Lamb Legs - regular style
Lamb Combinations -chops and stew
Nepco Sliced Bacon - Tux Pac

33c lb.
69c lb.
53c lb.
68c lb.

- GROCERY DEPARTMENT —
Red & White Shortening
3 lb. can
39c
(with -Bonus Buy- Coupon and $5.00 Purchase)
Dole Pineapple Juice
46 or. can
4 for $1 00
Libby's Cream Corn — Whole Kernel Corn — Peas — "Mix or Match" at 4 for 79c
79c lb.
Kraft Sharp Cheddar Cheese
89c
Kraft Velveeta
2 lb. pkg.
Kraft American Cheese - Sliced -- White or Colored - 12 oz pkg
49c -- save 16c
2 for $1 00
Red 8 White Strawberries
16 or pkgs.
10 for $1.00
Red & White Waffles
5 or. pkgs

Florida Grapefruit — White or Pink
California Bartlett Pears

6 for 59c
29c lb.

.erring You Is Our Pleasure
8:30 A.M. • 6:00 P.M. Monday. Tuesday. Wednesda,
8:30 A.M. • 9:00 P.M. Thuroulay. Friday
8:00 A.M. • 6:30 P.M. Saturday

Orono, Main
The Maine Campus
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Federally financed

Kappa Sigma slips past
Public works workshop Phi Gam in intram grid

Street and road maintenance drainage and sub-surface mainten- sions on all three days. An addimanagement will be the subject of ance. street patching methods, seal- tional certificate will be awarded
a series of three, one-day work- ing and preserving, and reconstruc- by the American Public Works Asshops for Maine state and municipal ting and resurfacing pavements. sociation for those who wish to
personnel at the University of the sessions each day will run from
qualify by successfully completing
Maine campus in Orono Wednes- 8 a.m. to 430 p.m.
an optional final examination. The
days. November I. 8 and IS, and
The workshops are designed to
Bureau of Public Administration
three consecutive Tuesdays at the meet the practical needs of road
will notify each participant's municPortland campus November 7, 14 maintenance management person- ipality or the State Department of
and 21.
nel and are presented as a part of Personnel (for state employees) of
The workshops are sponsored by the comprehensive in-service train- successful completion so that this
the University's Bureau of Public ing program for Maine public per- information may be added to perAdministration in cooperation with sonnel, organized by the Bureau of manent personnel records.
the Maine chapter of American Public Administration.
Tuition for each series of workPublic
Works Association, the
Only those who occupy an official shops is $20 and includes the cost
Maine State Highway Commission state or local government position of text, notebook with printed
and the Maine Municipal Associa- are eligible to participate. The workshop materials, and a luncheon
tion.
workshops are non-credit and there meal each workshop day. Funds acThe first workshop day at each are no education or experience pre- quired by the University Bureau
location will be devoted to discus- requisites. Among those expected from Title 1 of the Higher Educasions on legal liabilities and respon- to attend are town and city tion Act of 1965 are being used to
sibilities. principles of organizations; managers, public works officials, cover the major costs.
and planning and programming. road commissioners, councilmen
Registration forms and further
During the second day, maintenance and selectmen, and administrative information for each location are
policies and procedures. introduc- and supervisory personnel from available from the Bureau of Public
tion to engineering techniques, and state agencies.
Administration, 29 North Stevens
materials will be discussed. The
U of M certificates will be Hall. U of M. Orono, or by callthird workshop day will deal wi(h_ awarded to those who attend ses- ing 866-7744.

by Keith Rowe
For the first time in several
}ears, Kappa Sigma had to come
from behind to nail down the fraternity intramural football championship. Played on the practice football field on Saturday, October
21, the match was one of the
most exciting gridiron contests of
Maine's intramural football season.
Labeled a dark horse, Phi Gamma Delta, gave the heavily favored
Sigs a big scare as they led 2-0
through quarters of the play. The
two points came early in the first
period when John Perkins of Phi
Gam nailed the KE blocking-back
behind the goal line for a safety.
Front here the following two quarters can be called great defensive
play by both teams.
In the fourth quarter Phi came
up with a deep threat. "Golden
Boy" Bobby Young released a 35yeard bomb to Chris Trembly,

who romped to within two yards of
paydirt before Sig speedster, Steve
•
Hart, hauled him down.
KE's powerhouse defense was
able to contain on all four downs,
providing a great morale booster
for the Sigs. Tom Crowley, veteran signal-caller, then took oveP
and marched his offense down the
gridiron. The move was climaxed
by John Bouchard's incredible one-

The
Kappa Sig tops

If
were
happy
with the wo.r1
the wayitis,
we wouldn't
need you.
we

handed pass from Crowley, putting
KE ahead to stay at 6-2.
Credit should be attributed tit
Phi Gamma's defensive line of John
Perkins. Leigh Morrill and Jimmy
Dunn. These three men put on a
tremendous rush all afternoon. Kappa Sigma's defense was again
outstanding as Warren Shatzer and
Ernie "Bulk" Gilbert gave Bobby
Young nightmares.
Phi Gam deserves recognition for
their great effort as does KE for
proving since again championship
ability

U of M sailors
qualify for sloop
championships
The University of Maine sailing
team has qualified for the finals
of the 11th annual Raven Sloop4
Championships at the Coast Guard
Academy New London, Conn.,
Saturday and Sunday. Oct. 28 and
29.
The Bears reached the finals b*
winning the Class C elimination
race October 14 at New London,
defeating Boston University. Colby,
Rhode Island School of Design and
Bowdoin.
Members of the Maine crew sailing their craft to victory were John
Duym of Blue Hill, skipper; Scott
McGarr of Northeast Harbor, spinnaker man; William Scott of Weymouth. Mass., and Edward Smith
of Bangor.
The U. of M. sailors will face
Harvard, Yale, Coast Guard, Dartmouth, Tufts and the University. of
Rhode Island in the championships.
It IS the first time in recent history
that Maine has qualified for this
event, according to coach Karl Webster.
Sporting Coeds

Kids choke on polluted air. Streets are jammed by
cars with no place to go. Italy's priceless art and
libraries are ravaged by floods This is the way the
world is, hut it's not the way it has to be Air pollution can be prevented. Better transportation can
he devised. Somethini, can even he done about the
weather. Many people at General Electric are
already working on these problems, but we need
more. We need help from young engineers and

scientists; and we need help from business and
liberal arts graduates who understand people and
their problems. If you want to help solve important
problems, we'd like to talk to you We'll he visiting
campus soon. Drop by the placement office and
arrange for an interview.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

An equal opportunity employer

November 8 the University of
Maine field hockey team will play
against the Bates team at Bates.
Any girl wishing to he on the team,
should attend practice since the
team hasn't yet been chosen.
University of Maine women
participated in the Maine State Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament at
Colby Coffege Saturday, October
21. The Maine team included:
Maureen Doyle, Joanne Sawyer,
Bente
Kjoss-Hansen, and
Sue
Maines. Maureen Doyle and Bente
Kioss-Hansen reached the semifinal singles which Colby won. The
Maine doubles team, Sue Nimes
and Joanne Sawyer, won the consolation brackets with Westbrook
Junior College winning the doubles.
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by Russ Potter
Mamo, Colby's ace and an EthioThe Maine harriers could not pian Olympian, sped around the
cope with the tireless legs of Sub- course in record-setting time, but
sibe Mama or the depth of the Uni- New Brunswick placed four men in
versity of New Brunswick. The the first ten to nip Colby and
Bears came in third behind the capture the meet.
Canadians and Colby College in
Steve Turner took second for
Saturday's cross country meet.
Maine and Joe Dahl grabbed fourth,
but the team's lack of depth was
Power in the Hower
apparent as no other Black Bear
The Flower has half-hour power finished among the top ten.
Saturday, the Maine runners will
Friday night. The Good Will Fund,
this year symbolized by the Flower, host Vermont.
The Maine yearlings ran up
will be collecting penny hates. This
means coeds may stay out until 1:30 against an outstanding Colby freshman
team Saturday and were
providing they pay a penny for each
soundly beaten. Colby snapped up
minute after 1 o'clock.
Dancing from 8 to 1 to the Free- the first four places.
Goodness, snaring fifth place. was
wheelin' t Lengyel will also be
the top Baby Bear.
sponsored by Good Will.
A victory-hungry freshman team
Keep your eye on the Flower —
will host Old Town High School on
it's got power.
Saturday.
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The Huskies of the University of
Conaecticut handed the University
of Maine its fifth straight setback
Saturday, shutting them out 21-0.
Despite a losing season, the Bears
look better every game, with the
possible exception of this last game.
The few chilly fans who did come
to the game had little to cheer
about, but a majority of the noise
was for the Bird. Charlie Yanush,
the 195-pound fullback from Mexico, Maine, who has a high-stepping
style of his own, pounded out 105
yards in 35 carries. Number 24's
performance shattered the previous
one-game record of 29 carries, and
constituted most of Maine's first
decent ground attack of the season.
And that's from a man hot off the
injury list.
Yanush is the kind of back ,he
fans love, running as if he would
give an arm for another yard.
Charlie typically attempts to dive
over the defense when cornered or
in short yardage situations. His
spirit and desire are contagious;
it's too bad the student body wasn't
a little more susceptible to the
disease.
Gene Benner, the sophomore
with the habit of breaking records,
nailed a new one last Saturday. The
Black Bear from Brewer hauled in
4 aerials for 32 yards to bring his
seasonal total to 442 yards. The
old record was 410, and there are
still 3 games to go. Benner also
holds the record for receptions in
a season with 33. By the end of
the season, these records are going
to be hard to overcome.
Again the defensive standout was
Pete Quackenbush, who at least
twice downed the UConn quarterback for losses. The big linebacker
is as sure a tackler as there is on
the squad. This writer. at least,
thinks he stacks up well against the
memory' of John Huard, and that

he has the potential to go as far.
Next weekend the Bears travel
to Massachusetts to meet the Boston College Terriers BC isn't supposed to have much of a team, but
at times they look pretty sharp.
Maine made more than its usual
number of mistakes against the

Huskies, but I think I detected a
little more spirit, in the team and
in the attending fans. As for these
nasty rumors of a winless season,
I label the Bears for at least one
victory, and the gridiron ghosts
seem to indicate
the Northeastern game
about 13-7.

CUTLER'S MEN'S STORE

What
looks
good to
a guy
In Bass
Weefuns?

German Club presents
"Everyman"
The German Club will present
the Salzburg Festival film, "Everyman", on October 27 at 6:30 P.M.
in 120 Little Hall. Admission will
be free.
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Charlie Yanush, Maine's
hard-running fullback, attempts to break away from
the Huskie defense in last
Saturday's gridiron tilt at
Alumni Field in Orono.

Cross country team
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If winter turns you off, let the
Charley Brown turn you on!
Outside, it's a great-looking outershirt
in hearty. heavyweight wool with roomy
snap/patch pockets. Inside, it's built
for comfort with a color-coordinated
lining of warm pile. All around, it's got
all the style a guy could want (and the
right price, too') Make friends with
Charley Brown soon. In colorful
plaids, all sizes
About $20 00

Sleepers, Inc.—Bangor
Allan-Lewis Co.—Bangor

A girl
in Bass
Weefunt.
And, vice versa, girls go for boys. in Bass
Weeiun moccasins and so-on•and.so•forth
year-in•year-out. Nothing new in that.
The only thing is that only Bas:.- makes
Bass Weeiuns ... the moccasin casual
everyone goes tor!

Inc Mu..-ie Cat-loos
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'Hat Trick' by Humid put puff vrooml
sparks soccer victory Gymkhana big success
by Russ Potter
The varsity soccer team split the
two games played last week blanking Bates 4-0 on Tuesday and dropping a hard-fought 4-1 decision to
the University of Connecticut Saturday.
Coach Bill Livesey called the
whitewashing of Bates "our finest
effort."
The victory gave the Bears their
second consecutive victory and
brought Maine two victories in a
season for the first time since soccer began at Maine in 1964.

Ahmed Hamlet netted three goals
in the Bates game to become the
first Maine player ever to get a
"hat trick." Goalie Ken Olson
notched the shut-out.
Saturday the Black Bears had defending conference champ Connecticut tied 1-1 at the half on Murk Prices unassisted goal and seemingly caught the Huskies again at
two goals apiece late in the third
period, but the Maine goal was
disallowed.
Opportunistic Connecticut, scored
two goals in a rough final period to
clinch the game.
"We made too many mistakes,"

The UM Sports Car Club Gymkhana, held last Sunday. attracted
29 entrants and a large crowd,
despite the balmy breezes drifting
off the Stillwater. There were cars
competing in all 8 classes and Gymkhana Master, Bob Gray, said it
was probably the largest event of
its kind every held in this area.
The winners by class:
Class A—Mr. X (he does not
wish his name to be publized) in a Corvette 427—
time: 1:09.5
Class B—Mike Brisette in a
Corvette—time: 1:07.0
Class C—Bruce Booker in an
MGB-GT--time: 1:04.6
(fastest of the day)
Second—Ted Prince in an
MGB-GT—time: 1:04.7
(second fastest of the day)
Class D—Karl Toner in an Alpine—time: 1:14.5
Class E—Dave Little in a Sprite
time: 1:15.2
Class F—Bob Thomas in a Karmann -Ghia 1500 — time:
1:06.8
Class
0— Bob Lyons in a
Saab—time: 1:16.0
Class H—Earle Lovering in a
Fiat 850—time: 1:12.7
All results are final.

Coach Livesey stated, but he noted
the great improvement shown by
his squad over last year when
UConn crushed the Bears 8-0.
The soccer team takes to the
road next Saturday to battle Vermont. Back home Wednesday the
team will seek revenge for an early
season
defeat against Bowdoin.
In a battle of unbeaten squads
Thursday the freshman soccer team
dropped a 2-0 contest to the Colby
freshmen.
The Baby Bears, whose record
now stands at 2-i-1. will take on
Thomas College on the road Tuesday before winding up their season
at home with the Bates JV's. The
freshmen have is- eviously whipped
Thomas 4-1 and tied Bates 2-2.

Phi Beta Kappa meeting
October 26: Administration and
faculty members of Phi Beta Kappa
at all of the University's campuses
are invited to attend a meeting
sponsored by Delta Chapter of
Maine for freshman honors students. The meeting will be from
7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in the Coe
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
The speaker will be Dr. James
Clark, who will talk on student life
at the University of Toulouse.

Pgh,
aWir

Collision

You buy both. The shirt
because of wr.at it looks like.
And the label because of
what it means. A good label
means the shirt is styled to
last. That its tapered, pleated
and rolled in the right Places.
Like this King Cotton

October 27 — Frosh football,
Boston Univ. frosh at Orono,
2:30 p.m.
October 28 — Varsity rifle, at
Bowdoin, 9:00 a.m.
— Varsity cross country. Vermont at Orono, 10:00 a.m.
— Frosh cross country, Old
Town HS at Orono, 10:30 a.m.
— Varsity Soccer, at Vermont,
10:30 a.m.
— Varsity sailing, NE Sloop
Championships in New London, Conn. at 9:30 a.m.
November 1 — Varsity soccer:'
Bowdoin at Orono, 1:30 p.m.
November 2 — Frosh sower,
Bates JV's at Orono, at 1:30
p.m.
4.61INIr

SALARY $6,500

plus

• LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS WHILE YOU TRAIN
• PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES TO OVER $.4,000

0' NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED 411
Begin your career July 1, 1968. Write immediately for
application which must be filed by Nov. 3, 1967.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
ON CAMPUS OR FILL IN COUPON BELOW AND MAIL TO

NEW YORK STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT
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59 YEARS OF SERVICE TO U. OF M. STUDENTS AND FACULTY

A. J. GOLDSMITH
YOUR ARROW STORE IN OLD TOWN
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START A

BANK EXAMINER AIDES

checks or plaids. $6.00 for
short sleeves, $7.00 for long.
But don't buy a sport
shirt lust for the plaid,
color, stripe or check. Get a
good sport shirt with a good
label. Our sports label is the
best. Look for Arrow.
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The airborne Bear in the
foreground is Darryl Calkins
(20),a senior from Danville,
%ermont. Watching the action from the background is
Swatulani Munthali, a junior
hooter from Zambia.

June Qrads
CAREER IN BANKING

Perma-Iron shirt. 100%
cotton that won't wrinkle.
Labeled "Sanforized." With a
softly flared button-down
collar, shoulder-to-waist
taper and box plea . You can
get it in stripes, solids,

•
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SPORTS CALENDAR
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The Sports Car Club, started only
last year, currently has about twenty members. Last year the UMSCC
held three gymkhanas and a rail*
They are planning another gymkhana and perhaps a rally before
the snow flies. All cars can be
placed in a competitive class.
The regular meetings are o*
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in the 1912
room. For further information contact Bob Lyons, this year's pretty.
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